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The cat's answer to Sorry I Pooped in Your Shoe, Sorry I Barfed on Your Bed is a hilarious

collection of full-color photos and letters of excuses and suggestions from cats to the people who

love themâ€”no matter what bad thing theyâ€™ve done!Inside Sorry I Barfed on Your Bed, writer and

comedian Jeremy Greenberg presents a collection of laugh-out-loud letters and photographs that

offer a cat's eye view on common feline vs. human cohabitation conundrums. It's the perfect gift for

crazy cat lovers and anyone who appreciates hilarious (and so true!) insights into catâ€”and

humanâ€”nature, including:Your cat sits on your laptop not just for warmth or attention, but to

prevent you from interacting with the outside world. After all, isnâ€™t the main reason to have a cat

so you donâ€™t have to waste time developing normal human relationships?If you spent a third of

your life licking yourself, you too would occasionally forget to stick your tongue back in your

face.Eating grass has medicinal purposes, and most cats believe grass should be legalized.The cat

feels bad about barfing on your bedâ€¦because now it must get to up to go sleep on your clean

laundry instead.
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Sorry I Barfed On Your Bed is pure delight!! But truthfully, the cats are not really sorry that they

barfed on your bed, they just wonder why you're taking so long to clean the linen when it's supper

time already! With hilarious photos and even more hilarious accompanying letters, written by some

very sarcastic kitties, author Jeremy Greenberg exposes cats for what they truly are...self-centered

charmers that we could not live without. And you know what they say..."dogs have owners, cats



have staff". Sorry I Barfed On Your Bed is the perfect gift for the cat or animal lover in your life.

AWESOME!! I keep this book on my desk at work and everyone goes crazy when they look at it. It's

so cute and funny, you don't even need to be a cat lover to enjoy it. However, if you are a cat lover,

this book is for you. On top of the great pictures, the writing is relatable and interesting. Unlike other

books of this nature, you can read it over and over again it never loses its charm (I LOL so much!). I

am very happy with my purchase and plan to order more to give as gifts.

Currently, I have three cats...I have had cats in my house all my life. This book is a snap-shot of life

with a cat, but also with a pet. This is a 'must' read for current cat or pet owners or future cat or pet

owners. It is funny, but as they say there is truth in humor, so also beware :)

This is a fun little book with cute pictures of cats/kittens and accompanying stories. The stories are

original and delightful. It's nothing serious, but a fun little gift, or something to leave in the guest

room.

As both a cat lover and fan of comedy and humor I greatly appreciated this book. Plenty of laughs

and funny pics to brighten your day. Even if you are not a cat owner you will appreciate the foibles

involved. Great purchase and read!

Is it any wonder this was written by a comedian? Cat lover that I am, I sat down with this book and

laughed out loud. The photography is fabulous and catches cats in all kinds of poses to go with

words you may think your cat would say if only they could speak. Sure, what they're really thinking

about is that leaf, bug, or bird skittering across the deck outside the window; or they're thinking

about food or napping in that tiny scrap of sun coming through the blinds. However, cat lovers tend

to think their cats are thinking deeper thoughts and this book is full of them. The author matches

every photograph with narrative from the cat in the photo that really will make you laugh out loud.

This book was so delightfully funny and endearing that I bought a copy for Mom.

The photos are adorable, the stories/letters from pet to owner are funny and endearing. My family

has enjoyed reading this over and over again...using a different voice for each critter is lots of fun!

Nice Job, Jeremy!



Cute pictures and text make this an amusing novelty gift. Not nearly as funny as I Could Pee on

This: And Other Poems by Cats, which nearly had us in tears. But a great addition to the cat-lover's

humor library, and a funny conversation starter on the coffee table (if your guests don't mind the

ewww factor).
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